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tf8-tf11 Loi Validating a Maximally Natural Electromagnetic Model of the Four Forces

(1) quantized electromagnetic impedance matching of 

(2) geometric wavefunction interactions

Two fundamental conceptual structures absent from 

the Standard Model

All data is consistent with massless oscillation.

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19348/contributions/186426/

In the geometric representation, Pauli matrices are basis vectors of 3D space, 

Dirac matrices of 4D spacetime

https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/TF/SNOWMASS21-TF8_TF11_peter_cameron-068.pdf
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19348/contributions/186426/


betwixt and between lay the desert

the paper

https://vixra.org/abs/1908.0190


Neutrino Frontier Kickoff  17 Sep 2020

impedance matching governs amplitude and phase of energy/information transmission

scale invariant and dependent impedances correspond to rotation and translation gauge fields

all rest mass particles have 

mechanical impedances!

SI units [kg/s]
submitted to AJP 1975

published as an appendix to 

the electron impedances paper

vibratory piledriver 

two synchronized counter-rotating eccentrics

transforms 2D rotation to 1D translation.

mechanical analogy of electron and positron spinors 

rotating in opposite directions in phase space

The 1975 paper drove the inquiry – contained 

classical and quantum mechanics and gravitation. 

Topological inversion of SI units - more impedance 

[kg/s] means less flow, not more!

This thwarted Bjorken, Feynman, many others.

Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 2, April 2011 

http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V18NO2PDF/V18N2CAM.pdf
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This ‘One Slide’ presentation is a good overview, 

but somewhat out of date.

The ‘Naturalness’ paper is a good complement, 

and more complete and current.

https://vixra.org/abs/1406.0146
https://vixra.org/abs/1908.0190


topological inversion

photon energy

QED H-atom

BSM example 1 – unstable particle lifetimes, H-atom, quantum Hall,…



BSM example 2 – chiral anomaly – precise pizero, eta, and eta’ branching ratios in powers of a



BSM example 3 – origin of mass, gravitation, inflation, chirality, baryon asymmetry,…



BSM example 4 – mismatched attenuated Planck photon – dark energy? 

¼ wave resonator 



impedance representation of the S-matrix
Dirac spinors are indicated by gold ellipses, neutrino by green

neutrino wavefunction is 3-body,              

3-body impedance is scale invariant – topological

modes indicated by symbols (diamonds,…) 

are plotted in next slide

photon

vector Lorentz

scalar Lorentz



Neutrino modes as PMNS ‘mass states’

Absence of right handed neutrino follows from the math -

octonion algebra of eight-component wavefunction

is not three-component associative.

Magnetic charge (trivector) and flux quantum (vector) are 

numerically equal (SI units) but topologically distinct.

Adding magnetic charge to photon to comprise the 

neutrino is topological.

Photon is topologically protected. 

8-component octonion wavefunction is the eight degree-of-freedom string of string theory. 

The octonion gains two additional DOFs from assigning E and B fields to the components, 

yielding the ten dimensions of string theory.

please note inversion of modes and wavefunctions in these two figures – not sure where things got flipped 



Summary

two fundamental concepts are absent from SM, both ‘historical accidents’
geometric representation of Clifford algebra – vacuum wavefunction

generalized quantum impedances – governs amplitude and phase

their restoration yields a model that is naturally
gauge invariant, finite, confined, asymptotically free, 

and contains the four forces, dark matter and energy,…

a model that provides a complementary perspective to SM

Conclusion

The tf08-tf11 Loi requests that the community become pro-active
“Validating a Maximally Natural Electromagnetic Model of the Four Forces”

If the model is what it appears to be,

then reasonable and prudent behavior suggests including it where relevant

in our recommendations to P5.



showing quark content


